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28 Days DeVIA Challenge: Solidarity Fist 
The Power of Deaf Solidarity 
Graphite/color pencil, David Call 
Inspired by iconic "Chinese Tank Man" of Tainanmen Square protest. This Deaf 
protester raised his solidarity fist up and left hand covered his left ear as a sign of 
Deaf Power. He became unstoppable against audist AGBell tanks with its Bell and 
cross bones symbols on them. 

 
David Call 
The Power of Deaf Solidarity close up 
Graphite, color pencil 
 



 
By Karen Christie 
 

 
James Dugas 
 



 
De' ARTivists  
By P.Durr 
Linocut print 
Motif - solidarity fist 
#DeVIA28Challenge 
Description black in print o solidarity fist on beige paper (older work) with purple 
print paint brush added to be held by the hand and in each corner. Black writing 
going vertical - De'ARTivist 
 

 
a self-portrait from one of my students (Krystal D) from many years ago. The 
solidarity fist is on a board which is set out from the background collage (a bit 3d) 
(Patti Durr) 



 
 
 

 
Bethaney Hall   
 "Deaf Fist" 
8.5 by 11 drawing paper, pencil 
fist motif - affirmative  
#DeVIA28Challenge 
 
This was sketched in a rush but the drawing is simple - tattoo fists showing: deaf 
pride, love, power and passion. I used my hands as a reference and no they're not 
tattooed.  



 
Storme Ren Heidi   
 Day 24 Solidarity, fist 
'power in the eyes' 
This compilation has been one of my most fun.  
The colorful fist us made up of eyes, words, some iconic (personal) representations. 
Strength in our community is so tied to coming together, collectively coming to 
understandings and pulling resources fit the goods, bad, necessary.  
I am one if those who kept her 'black power' pick, the movement and power 
strongly conveyed by that fist, not lost on me. 
I hope an iconic symbol can come out of DeVIA, something our community can 
embrace as symbolic of small and mighty evolution. 
#devia28challenge 
Digital creation 



 
Ken McBroom  
 Motif solidarity fist, affirmative 
Day 24 
“Courage” 
Collage 



 
Ellen Mansfield 
 

 
Roberta Merrill 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Tracey Milo 
"My Solitary of Chuck Baird" 
 
 
 
 



 
Laurie Rose Monahan   
 Day 24 - solidarity (my fav!) 
"Unity Flags between GLBTQI and Deaf communities"  
ipad, Sketches app 
#DeVIA28Challenge — with Le Surdisme par Arnaud BALARD. 
 

 
Stevie Gemmill Naeyaert  
 #devia28challenge Day 24 
motif: solitary fist 
"ASL Now & Forever" 



 
Vicki Nordquist   
 "You're Never Alone" 

 
Vicki Nordquist 
 
 

 
Brenda Pond 
 



 
 
 

 
Nancy Rourke 
Solidarity 
Day 24 of 28 Days 
Solidarity Fist motif, affirmative 
11 inch by 14 inch 
oil on canvas 
by Nancy Rourke 
#DeVIA28Challenge 
This painting is inspired by Gallaudet University Tower Clock with a US flag at the 
top. I changed that to a Solidarity Fist with Arnaud Balard's Deaf Union Flag (c) 
copyright 2015. This is for public awareness in local communities to strengthen 
solidarity among Deaf People and to call attention that are important to Deaf people. 
In solidarity of Presidential searching for DEAF PRESIDENT, solidarity of Deaf 
Schools, and more. Feel free to add solidarity for. 
 
 



 
Paul Scearce   
 Day 24 of 28 Days De'VIA Art Challenge, #DeVIA28Challenge 
Title - Solidarity Tree. 
Motif - solidarity fist 
Media - Photoshop 
 
 



 
Diane Squires 


